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Abstract. Our team is currently engaged in the peer review of a large
steel stadium dome roof. The roof has a diameter of approximately 300
m and rises to over 70 m in elevation. In addition to its size, the roof
also contains a moveable component which can be deployed during
inclement weather. The roof structure comprises of approximately
32,000 beams with 10,000 nodes. This paper overviews our efforts in
scaling digital design techniques with regards to automation and parametric geometry to expedite the verification of structural members and
geometrically complicated connection nodes. The paper will discuss
two realms where automation was deployed. The first realm is the verification of Type 1 node connections where less than eight members
intersect at a single work point and is relatively geometrically simple.
Type 1 nodes were checked against published code requirements. Type
2 connections consisted of nodes where more than eight members intersected or bracing angles did not meet code guidelines. Type 2 nodes
were verified using the finite element method and large scale automation of node geometry creation to structural analysis post processing
was employed.
Keywords. Automation; Rhino 3D; scripting; structural; database.

1. Project overview
Our team is currently engaged in the peer review of a large stadium steel
dome roof. The roof has a diameter of approximately 300 m and rises to over
70 m in elevation. The covered surface area of the stadium is approximately
71,000 m2 and will have a seating capacity of approximately 55,000. Since
the stadium is located in an equatorial country, the roof contains a moveable
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component which can be deployed during inclement weather. The fixed roof
component contains approximately 16,450 beams and 5350 connection nodes.
The movable roof component contains an additional 16,155 beams and 4,200
connection nodes.

Figure 1. Roof wireframe geometry.

According to country building requirements, all building projects must go
through a round of peer review to verify the adequacy of the structural design.
From a workflow perspective, our team receives documents (wireframe
geometry, excel sheets, sketches) from the design engineers and uses these in
our review efforts. Fragmentation of information was a major obstacle in the
project since all information was received from third parties.
2. Project innovations within the context of digital architecture
Conferences such as ACADIA, CAADRIA and SmartGeometry consistently
highlight the work of academics and practitioners that push the boundary of
digital design and workflows. However, much of the published work is often
rooted in the realms of sculpture and novel fabrication processes. As the practice of digital architecture has spread in the profession, there have been heated
dialogues about the relative emphasis on the novelty of the process over the
final product (Gage 2011).
Multiple papers discussing real world projects have illustrated the challenges and limitations of inter-office and inter-discipline digital design workflows (Miller 2010, Rolvink 2011, Hladik 2011, Chok and Donofrio 2012).
Sharples (2011) illustrates the complexity of engaging in a digital workflow
in live projects with constantly shifting needs and client demands. This paper
continues this discourse by exploring the challenges and limits of executing
digital design workflow propositions from the theoretical realm with a professional team having varying levels of digital design experience. The adjustments from theoretically optimised workflows to practical implementations
are also discussed.
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3. Geometry overview
The stadium roof is framed by circular hollow sections (CHS) of varying
diameters and wall thickness. The first stage of geometry set out and structural
analysis was performed using centreline wireframe geometry. Beams are modelled from work point to work point with no adjustments for final connection
geometry. In the checking and design of the node connections, the tube cut
geometry and adjusted setting out had to be established. The largest geometry
difference from the global analysis wireframe model and the local connection
geometry was the introduction of the node can. A node can is a thickened zone
across the truss chords to receive the incoming brace members. This is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Node connection piece definition.

4. Node connection types
According to the design code, node connections can be classified into a few
types. K gapped, K overlapped, X and T connections. This is illustrated in
Figure 3. When the wireframe geometry deviates from such simple geometry,
finite element analysis was required to verify the adequacy of such connections. In situations where secondary framing members were of similar diameter as the can, re-alignment and kinking of members was necessary to set out
the braces correctly (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Typical “simple” connection.
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Figure 4. “Complex” node connection.

5. Project challenges
The project began with a relatively simple exercise of calculating relative
brace angles to support the existing review teams’ efforts. This was done
through interoperability between a structural analysis package (Strand7) and
Rhino (Figure 5). However, as the peer review efforts got underway, the sheer
number of node connection configurations and management of structural analysis data set required re-thinking of the scalability of the existing workflow
which the team was embarking on. The most significant challenges are overviewed below.

Figure 5. Project workflow.

5.1. Large Structural Analysis Result Dataset

Structural analysis generates an incredible amount of data and fortunately, the
result set scales linearly with the number of members. In the roof, the team
had analysed eight different global models. Each model comprised of approximately 32,000 beams. While traditional spread sheet and desktop database
(MS Access) approach might have been sufficient for regular sized projects,
the final analysis result dataset in this case was much too large for such
approaches (>25,000,000 rows). Furthermore, the team needed the ability of
actively query the result set in preparation for code based design checks. To
meet this need, the team migrated the result set from the structural analysis
package to SQL Server 2008 R2.
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5.2. Geometric Complexity

The doubly curved nature of the roof structure meant that no two connections
on one side of the symmetric axis (x-axis) were completely alike in terms of
relative brace angles and set out. This required a workflow that could robustly
perform the following.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Compute relative brace angles
Identify primary chords and can direction
Compute the approximate length of the can required
Classify the connection into design code configurations for spreadsheet based
checks
5. Identify overlapped or gapped conditions
6. Generate and export surface geometry for FEA analysis

6. Type 1 automation
There is always a need to compartmentalise and develop workflows in parallel in all large projects. While scripting/programming of all design code based
design checks would have been more seamless, this approach disregards the
varying digital design skill level and unease with deviation from traditional
engineering practices (spread-sheet based checks). A two tiered approach was
thus adopted.
First, all geometry work such as brace angles, tube-tube intersections, gaps
and overlaps were computed in a custom Rhino-Grasshopper component. The
inputs to this component were the reference wireframe geometry, variation to
base geometry (tube thickness etc.) provided by design and other geometric
tolerances for classification. This is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Custom Rhino-Grasshopper components.
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The component does geometric calculations on the reference wireframe and
also queries the central SQL Server database to extract envelope beam forces
for design checks. A platform neutral comma separated file (CSV) is generated from this script and used as input for code based design checks.

Figure 7. Sample of CSV file generated from custom Rhino-Grasshopper component.

In other design code based checks where individual beam forces had to be
used, as opposed to envelope forces, generation of CSV files for design checks
was impractical. This approach would have potentially led to more than five
million (5,000,000) rows of design code checks and been completely unmanageable with standard spread sheet approaches. For these checks, the team
programmed a self-contained design code check component.
The script would perform the design code check on a particular node under
all load cases (128) and report only the most demanding load case. Using
such an approach, care had to be taken in managing the workload on the database. In the early phases of this custom component development, server side
database timeouts and client side “out of memory exceptions” were common.
While such issues would likely have been avoided with professionally trained
programmers, the lack of formal programming and IT training started to show
its limitations here.
As with all script development, testing and debugging was done on a representative set of connection nodes. However, when the design check routine
was applied to the whole roof, different strategies such as batching was needed
to reduce the demand on the database.
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7. Type 2 automation
Type 2 automation refers to situations where code based design checks were
inadequate. For example, code based design checks reduced bracing configurations into relatively simple sets of “K”, “X” and “T” types. In some locations
where there were complex brace-brace intersections, finite element analysis
needed to be used to evaluate the adequacy of the design.
Finite element analysis takes significantly more time to set up, run and
post process. In this project, setting up of the finite element analysis model
required the trimmed brace surface geometry which was created from the
baseline strand wireframe geometry. The wireframe was adjusted to include
the introduction of the node can and any other offsets to account for the final
set out geometry (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Conversion of global wireframe model to surface geometry.

The node connection surface geometry was created through another custom
Rhino-Grasshopper component which set all the surfaces to a comma separated layer name which facilitated transfer of information to the structural
analysis package Strand7 (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Finite element model screenshot and loading table.
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Once the geometry was set and meshed in the structural analysis package,
another level of automation was used to create rigid clusters and apply loads.
For each connection node, a total of 256 load cases needed to be applied to
each individual brace and performing this operation manually would have
been error prone and time consuming. The loading information was extracted
from SQL Server and applied to the model via script. Figure 10 shows the final
stress analysis of a complex node.

Figure 10. Screenshot of FEA analysis.

8. Scalability of the process
As previously discussed, all testing of code, database procedures and scripts
were tested on a small representative set of nodes. However, scalability issues
arose in two arenas. The first area was the post-processing of the forces on the
connection on an individual load case basis. The other was the management of
the large finite element models and its results.

Figure 11. Computing loads on SQL Server
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The first was the processing of the connection strength checks on a load case
by load case procedure. The loads on the database through repeated queries
had to be programmatically managed by batching and other throttling strategies. A typical load on SQL Server when the routines were running is shown
in Figure 11.
The second challenge with scale was management of the pre-processing
of the finite element models. With any CAD import/export operation, interoperability and translation is always an issue. Coupled with the finite element
meshing, some “cleaning” need to be performed to ensure the final analysed
finite element mesh was geometrically close to the original surface geometry.
A meshing problem which arose is shown in Figure 12. A custom routine was
written to project the nodes back to the original tube surface. However, the
issue of scale surfaced here as well.
While the simplistic approach of loading all the finite element nodal coordinates into memory when the models were smaller (<30,000 elements), this
approach did not work on the larger models which contained over 100,000
plates and 200,000 nodes. To get around run times and memory limitations,
the bounding box of the finite element model was “divided” into cubes and a
zonal approach was used to adjust the nodes back to the original surface. Later
in the project, a multi-core approach was also deployed to adjust the models
as quickly as possible.

Figure 12. CAD translation/meshing issue.

9. Summary
This paper has explored the team’s foray into the scaling of programmatic
approaches to geometry and structural design. In projects of typical scale,
self-taught programmers in the architectural/structural realm do not usually
have to worry about run times, data storage, memory limitations or varying
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skill levels. However, such considerations unexpectedly became the main
challenge in this project. The paper has discussed our team’s challenges and
strategies to deal with the issue of scale and deployment of digital processes
as algorithmic architectural and structural design approaches become more
prevalent in the built environment.
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